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Ricoh Europe and MapsPeople have entered into a major partnership agreement concerning integration of the
MapsIndoors Platform into Ricoh Spaces, a smart workplace platform designed to optimize businesses in areas such as
desktop reservations, space reservations and wayfinding.

Advanced mapping leverages office technology such as room and desk booking by equipping users with intelligent
visualization that adapts to how the office layout changes. In addition, it increases room utilization by automatically
removing booked but unused meeting rooms. With advanced mapping users can also track IoT devices on their map in
real time. This way, they can always find what they are looking for, increasing efficiency and eliminating the risk of losing
costly assets.

“Ricoh is one of the biggest players in the field of smart workplace platforms and we’re very happy to empower the Advanced
Mapping solution with MapsIndoors,” says Michael Gram, CEO at MapsPeople.

“We spent months looking for the ideal mapping partner with the technology we needed and the drive to move forward with an
innovative approach. We’ve chosen MapsPeople to start this journey with,” states Nathan Thomas, Head of Technology &
Innovation at Ricoh Europe.

This announcement is based on the size of the agreement, which is one of MapsPeople's Top 3 agreements. This
announcement does not affect ARR guidance (company announcement no. 1-2022), which remains at DKK 75-85M for
2022.
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